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Molybdenum (Mo) is an essential trace element for all 
life, and is particularly important for key enzymes that 
drive the biogeochemical N cycle. While Mo is the 
most abundant transition metal in the ocean today, it 
was present at much lower concentrations before 800 
Ma [1,2]. Cyanobacteria evolved several billion years 
prior [3], and so may have struggled to acquire suffi-
cient Mo. This problem might have been particularly 
acute when fixing N2.  

Today, organisms possess a variety of strategies to 
cope with the scarcity of iron (Fe) in the oceans. Fe 
storage proteins (ferritins)  have been discovered in 
marine cyanobacteria [4] and diatoms [5]. Ferritins 
sequester Fe when ambient concentrations rise, and 
donate Fe to metalloenzymes when Fe drops. Marine 
microorganisms also produce siderophores to chelate 
Fe, thus making it available for uptake [6]. The possi-
bility that ancient marine microorganisms adopted a 
similar strategy for Mo is supported by the recent dis-
covery of bacterial “molybdophores” [7]. We are in-
vestigating whether bacteria also store Mo in ways 
analogous to Fe.  

The Mo storage protein Mop was first discovered 
in the anaerobic N2-fixing  bacterium Clostridium pas-
teurianum [8]. Crystal structures revealed that Mop 
binds eight atoms of Mo as the oxyanion molybdate   
(MoO4

2-) [9]. Mop is known to be expressed by the 
heterocystous cyanobacterium Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 
when grown on nitrate at >1000 nM Mo [10]. We are 
interested in whether Mop is also important when 
Nostoc is fixing N2. We are exploring this idea through 
physiological and genomic studies. 

Physiologic studies were performed using Nostoc 
because (1) heterocystous cyanobacteria are likely the 
best modern analogues available for primary producers 
in the low-Mo Proterozoic ocean [11]; (2) they can 
grow on a range of N sources, including those that 
require Mo: N2 and nitrate; and (3) they are fast-
growing, with growth rates up to 1-2 doublings per 
day. 

Our experiments show 10-fold higher cellular Mo 
when N2-fixing Nostoc was grown at high Mo (1500 
nM) vs. low Mo (1-100 nM) [12]. This is consistent 
with Mo storage and suggests Mop expression when 
Mo is abundant. At high Mo, N2-fixing cultures con-
tained 1.5-3 times more cellular Mo than nitrate-
assimilating cultures [12]. We hypothesize that more 
Mop is produced when Nostoc is N2-fixing than as-

similating nitrate. Mop gene and protein expression 
studies are underway to test these hypotheses. 

Although we are studying modern cyanobacteria, 
Mop is probably an ancient protein. This theory is sup-
ported by three lines of evidence. First, Mop is wide-
spread in prokaryotes, and appears to be especially 
prevalent in methanogenic archaea and N2-fixers, both 
of which have high Mo requirements [12, 13]. Second, 
Mop is not present in eukaryotes, perhaps because Mo 
storage is not necessary for higher life forms that 
evolved after Mo rose ~800 Ma. Third, the Mop do-
main has been incorporated into many other proteins 
through gene duplication and fusion that requires long 
timespans.  

If Mop is ancient, we might expect that it would 
have been lost from marine cyanobacteria due to 
higher Mo (100 nM) today, but retained or adopted by 
freshwater cyanobacteria living where Mo is scarce 
(<5 nM in most freshwaters). Consistent with this ex-
pectation, we have done a genomic survey which 
shows just this. We identified Mop genes in all ten N2-
fixing freshwater cyanobacteria with sequenced ge-
nomes, but in neither of the two N2-fixing marine cya-
nobacteria with sequenced genomes [12].  

Thus, Mop genes may be signatures of an ancient 
imprint of Mo limitation from Archean and Proterozoic 
oceans. 
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